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Abstract This paper critiques the competing ‘‘Grandmother Hypothesis’’ and

‘‘Embodied Capital Theory’’ as evolutionary explanations of the peculiarities of

human life history traits. Instead, I argue that the correct explanation for human life

history probably involves elements of both hypotheses: long male developmental

periods and lives probably evolved due to group selection for male hunting via

increased female fertility, and female long lives due to the differential contribution

women’s complex foraging skills made to their children and grandchildren’s

nutritional status within groups provisioned by male hunting.

Keywords Philosophy of biology � Life history theory � Grandmother hypothesis �
Embodied capital theory � Group selection

Introduction

One set of work from human behavioral ecology that is relatively well regarded by

philosophers is in the area of human life history—in particular, the work of Kristen

Hawkes and her colleagues on the ‘‘Grandmother Hypothesis’’ (Hawkes 2003;

Hawkes and Blurton Jones 2005; Hawkes et al. 1998, 2000; O’Connell et al. 1999)

and the competing hypothesis from Hillard Kaplan and his colleagues called
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‘‘Embodied Capital Theory’’ (Kaplan et al. 2000, 2003a).1 The human behavioral

ecology approach involves using an evolutionary perspective to understand human

behavioral strategies (i.e., complex behavioral dispositions) rather than psycholog-

ical mechanisms per se (unlike the related but importantly different evolutionary

psychology project characterized by the work of Leda Cosmides and John Tooby

and associated researchers). The idea is that human behavioral strategies are

adaptations which generally produce highly adaptive (and different) patterns of

behavioral responses across a wide range of environments. Human behavioral

ecologists, like behavioral ecologists working with non-human animals, use a

variety of evolutionary models, especially optimality models, to determine the

conditions that provoked the evolution of these strategies (for a more detailed

discussion of how these models work see (Maynard Smith 1978; Smith and

Winterhalder 1992). Behavioral ecologists use life history theory to explain the

different patterns of physical and cognitive development, growth, reproduction and

senescence in organisms: Kaplan et al. and Hawkes et al. are interested in

explaining some of the peculiarities in the human pattern of life history relative to

that of other primates, in particular, their longevity, fertility and menopause.

Hawkes et al. essentially argue that human longevity is the consequence of selection

for women ceasing their own reproduction in order to invest in their daughters’

reproduction instead—i.e., by helping them raise highly dependent babies. Men’s

lifespan then also increased as an evolutionary side effect. Kaplan et al. argue that

all of the features of human life history follow from humans taking up a foraging

niche dominated by difficult to obtain hunted and extracted foods. Learning the

skills necessary for exploiting these required investing in a long childhood; this in

turn drove selection for diverting some energy to slowing aging in order to get the

full reproductive payoff from this investment.

In this paper, I am going to argue that neither Hawkes et al. nor Kaplan et al.’s

theories can fully explain all the data about human life history traits, and that an

alternative explanation that combines elements of both the Grandmother Hypothesis

and Embodied Capital Theory is needed. I will proceed as follows: in the second

section I will describe which features of human life history Hawkes et al. and

Kaplan et al. are trying to explain. The third section will describe how Hawkes et al.

and Kaplan et al. propose to explain these features, and identify the central problems

that remain for their theories. The final section will be devoted to describing an

alternative theory which combines elements of both Hawkes et al. and Kaplan

et al.’s theories and showing why this alternative is more successful than theirs at

accounting for the observed features of human life history.

1 Other explanations for human life history include, the ‘‘good mother hypothesis’’ (i.e., that women give

up increasingly dangerous childbearing in favor of raising current children) (Williams 1957) and the

‘‘patriarch hypothesis’’ (i.e., older men being able to reproduce with much younger women led to

increased male and female longevity) (Marlowe 2000).
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Life history theory

Life history theory is the branch of evolutionary ecology that is concerned with why

and how organisms have evolved to assign time and energy to growth and

development, reproduction and maintenance (slowing senescence). Life history

theory generally assumes that organisms have a limited amount of energy to allocate

to each of these phases or functions (Charnov 1993; Gadgil and Bossert 1970) and

that the allocation that was selected for was the one that maximized the organisms’

inclusive fitness relative to the tradeoffs needed by or constraints on that allocation

(Roff 1992; Stearns 1992). This means that we are likely to observe an allocation of

energy that maximizes the total number of offspring an organism has over the

course of its life (given the constraints); investments in growth and maintenance

only occur because they are likely to enhance future reproduction at the expense of

current reproduction. In most life history models this means there is one central

tradeoff—reproducing now, or reproducing later. If by investing in growth or

maintenance, an organism can increase its total lifetime reproductive success (by

making it possible to have more babies later) then such investments will be selected

for, up to the point where expected future reproduction is no longer increased by

delaying current reproduction: at this point reproduction should begin.

In standard life history models, the factor that determines the transition between

growth and reproduction is the risk of dying (usually measured by M—the adult

instantaneous mortality rate) (Charnov 1993). As M increases, the transition to

reproduction should occur earlier in the organism’s life history. The reason is that

investing in future reproduction will only be selected for if the organism in question

can be expected to survive long enough to actually reach the point at which that

future reproduction can occur; if the organism dies before reproducing, then the

investment will be lost. However, mortality has two components—intrinsic

mortality that results from the decay of the organism’s body over time (i.e.,

senescence) and extrinsic mortality (such as predation, disease and so forth). At

least some of these mortality risks can be controlled by investing either in physical

repair or (possibly) in other activities that reduce mortality (growing bigger or faster

to resist predators, improving the immune system, etc.). This means that mortality is

not (only) an extrinsic force determining when and how organisms grow and

reproduce, but a force those organisms can invest in reducing. If the cost in

energetic terms of reducing M at the cost of some immediate reproduction is less

than the future reproductive returns from living longer, then investing in reducing

mortality will be selected for. If living longer is selected for, then a longer growth

period will also be selected for.

However, some human behavioral ecologists [particularly, Kaplan and some of

his colleagues (Kaplan et al. 2003b; Kaplan and Robson 2002)] have argued that the

model can also be run the other way around: if investments in certain types of

growth and development (in particular, investing in big brains and/or learning)

greatly increase the reproductive returns from staying alive, then selection will favor

organisms which make such investments also investing in mortality reduction in

order to reap the reproductive benefits of those investments. (Kaplan and Robson

2002) argue that such a situation could set up a cycle of coevolution between
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increasing investments in growth and increasing investments in mortality reduction

(and this is what they argue has occurred in the human case, as discussed later in the

paper).

According to Eric Charnov (Charnov 1993; Charnov and Berrigan 1993), within

major taxa there are a number of interesting invariant relationships between life

history traits such as age at maturity (a—age at maturity, a measure of time spent in

development), fecundity (b—in daughters per year), the adult instantaneous

mortality rate (M—the inverse of which (1/M) is a measure of length of lifespan

as an adult), and size at weaning (d—the weight of the infant at weaning divided by

the weight of the mother). For example, in mammals, M is inversely proportional to

a as it is in most groups (due to the tradeoffs between growth and reproduction

described above). Now while humans have a relationship between age at maturity

and lifespan that fits the standard pattern for primates, they live much longer than

other primates and have much longer, highly dependent childhoods. Where

chimpanzees, for example, begin reproducing at about 12–14 (Pusey 1990;

Sugiyama 1994; Tutin 1994; Wallis 1997), women don’t begin to reproduce until

their late teens in foraging societies [e.g., (Blurton Jones et al. 1992; Hill and

Hurtado 1996; Howell 1979)]. Chimpanzees receive little nutritional support from

their mothers after weaning (Nishida and Turner 1996), whereas human children are

largely energetically dependent on others until their early to mid teens (Kaplan

1994). Finally, humans also have a very different pattern of growth from

chimpanzees (Gurven and Walker 2006). So one question any study of human

life history must answer is why human lifespan and childhood is so different from

that of other primates.

Another important relationship between life history variables is that mammals

which are larger and have longer developmental periods and longer life spans tend

to have lower fecundity (b). Most primates, indeed, produce even fewer babies for

their size than do other mammal groups (Charnov 1993; Charnov and Berrigan

1993). However, humans are the exception to this—during their reproductive

period, women have a higher b for their size than do other primates, including

chimpanzees, despite the high costs of human infants; this is possible because in

humans infant weight at weaning relative to maternal weight (d) is smaller than it

is in other primates, and hence a human mother can start raising a new baby

sooner than can other primates and fit more children into her reproductive period

(Alvarez 2000). What is more peculiar, however, is the extremely lengthy post-

reproductive period of human women: while humans have higher fecundity during

their pre-menopausal reproductive period, they live a further 20–30 years on

average after menopause (Caro et al. 1995; Hawkes 2003).2 Humans have about

the same age at menopause as their closest primate relatives, chimpanzees (i.e.,

during their mid to later forties) (Gage 1998), but where wild chimpanzees die

within a few years of menopause (Hill et al. 2001), women do not. In other words,

women are apparently investing a substantial amount of energy in delaying

senescence that does not generate any obvious reproductive advantage. The

2 This is life expectancy at 45 for women; low life expectancies quoted for pre-modern and foraging

societies are life expectancies at birth and include high infant mortality and mortality from childbearing.
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important clue, according to Hawkes et al. (Alvarez 2000; Hawkes 2003), is that

the human ab relationship does get close to the primate relationship when b is

calculated by dividing the reproductive output of the female early years by the

years of the entire female lifespan, and not just over their relatively short

(individual) reproductive period (I’ll come back to this later).

Two theories of the origin of human life history patterns

Kaplan and Hawkes and their colleagues are both trying to offer some reasons why

life histories may have changed so much in the human lineage. Both Hawkes et al.

and Kaplan et al. are able to account for some of the differences between human and

chimpanzee life history, but not all of them; both groups, however, think that it is

changes in foraging patterns in the human lineage from our common ancestor with

chimpanzees that gave rise to changes in human life history patterns.

The grandmother hypothesis

Hawkes et al.’s theory is referred to as the ‘‘Grandmother Hypothesis’’ because it

invokes the foraging contribution of post-reproductive women to explain why

women (and, as a side effect, men) came to have such long lives even after

menopause. Hawkes and her colleagues argue that the transition to modern

human life history began about the time of Homo erectus/ergaster, which shows

some evidence of lengthening childhood relative to australopithecines (Clegg and

Aiello 1999; Smith 1994). At about this time there was a change in the climate

of the early Pleistocene from warm and wet to cold, arid and highly seasonal, as

can be established from considerable paleoecological evidence such as soil chem-

istry, fossil pollen and the shift in faunas in Africa at the time (Behrensmeyer

et al. 1997; deMenocal 1995; Reed 1997). Fruit, the main type of food children

could use to feed themselves, was becoming less available, and/or only available

for part of the year [as evidenced by a reduction in frugivorous species (Reed

1997)]. This forced children to rely on their mothers for provisioning; Hawkes

et al. argue these provisions probably took the form of tubers (or ‘‘underground

storage organs’’). Tubers are difficult to extract and hence require significant

physical strength and skills to acquire them, which children do not have; some

types also require processing or cooking (Wandsnider 1997), which would also

require sufficient intelligence to handle tools and possibly fire. At the same time

however, tubers occur at much higher densities on arid savannahs than do fruits,

are available across seasons, and, Hawkes et al. argue, can be collected by

humans at a sufficiently high rate to easily support a family (Hawkes et al. 1989,

1995; O’Connell et al. 1999). There is also evidence that tubers were a part of

early hominid diets, since digging sticks have been found at various early

hominid archeological sites (Backwell and d’Errico 2001), and some (very

controversial) evidence that Homo erectus/ergaster was able to control fire, so

they may have been able to exploit tubers that needed cooking (Bellomo 1994;
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Brain and Sillen 1988). Finally, Homo erectus/ergaster’s teeth and digestive

anatomy seems to be appropriate for digesting high quality food such as tubers,

and more to the point processed tubers, than did earlier hominids (Aiello and

Wheeler 1995).

So this difficult change in the environment was putting stress on mothers.

Hawkes et al. argue that if, instead of dying after menopause like chimpanzees do

(and as early hominids such as australopithecines did), post reproductive erectus
females (who were more productive than their daughters due to learnt skills or

experience) began to provision their daughters’ children, then their daughters

would have been able to reproduce more rapidly and have shorter birth spacings,

without having to raise one child to independence before having the next (as

chimpanzees do). Hawkes et al. appeal to the life history models of (Charnov

1991, 1993; Charnov and Berrigan 1993) to explain this; usually, the larger a

mammal is, the longer the time to weaning for each infant; consequently, maternal

fecundity drops. As mentioned earlier, humans have disproportionately high

fecundity for their size compared to other primates (Alvarez 2000). But his

shouldn’t be possible: usually, primate mothers merely switch the energy they

were using to grow as juveniles to producing children, so human mothers must be

getting extra energy from somewhere. Hawkes and her colleagues claim that this

extra energy comes from grandmaternal provisioning—in effect, selection led to a

cross generational shift in life history investment—it led women to very slightly

reduce their own pre-menopausal fertility in order to invest in staying alive so they

would be able to support their grandchildren during the period when those children

most needed this investment. This explains why the human ab relationship follows

the primate pattern only when calculated across the entire female lifespan—part of

a woman’s reproductive payoff comes in the form of the grandchildren she invests

in later in life. Hawkes and her colleagues appeal to evidence that amongst the

Hazda and other African foraging societies, women produce the bulk of calories,

and older vigorous women contribute a significant amount of dietary help to their

daughters and other close female relations (Hawkes et al. 1995, 1997);

matrilocality is also more important in societies where gathered foods, or foods

collected by women, are important as one would expect were maternal

grandmothers important for raising children (Ember 1978). So why this pattern,

and not living longer to invest in one’s own children, who are more closely

related? Hawkes et al. claim that the timing of menopause in humans is a primitive

trait, and any change in the timing of menopause from the ancestral pattern would

have required selection in favor of such a change. The ancestral environment

would have driven selection in favor of grandmothers slightly reducing pre-

menopausal reproduction in favor of investing in living longer and investing in

grandchildren, but would not have driven selection in favor of moving menopause

later in order to continue investing in their own children, because raising more

children of one’s own in such an environment without additional support would

have been too difficult. As a consequence of a longer lifespan, the developmental

period of humans also increased as Charnov’s models suggest it should (Charnov

1993; Charnov and Berrigan 1993).
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The embodied capital theory

Kaplan and his colleagues’ hypothesis is rather different from the Grandmother

hypothesis. They argue that the best way to understand the lengthening of human

lifespans is in terms of a shift of foraging niche from the australopithecine pattern

[which Kaplan et al. presume would be much like the chimpanzee pattern—i.e.,

eating mostly fruit and a little small game (Uehara 1997; Wrangham et al. 1998)] to

one which Kaplan et al.’s data shows now involves eating mostly large game and

extracted foods (Kaplan et al. 2000, pp. 165–166). Chimpanzees exploit hard to

extract or acquire foods and this requires them to have longer childhoods than other

primates [and thus, as embodied capital theory predicts, longer lifespans (Caro et al.

1995)]. Human foraging societies, however, use food types that take even more

effort to obtain: tubers and other food products which have to be found, extracted

and processed; small game which have to be caught; large game which have to be

tracked, located and then killed whilst avoiding injury (Hawkes et al. 1997; Hurtado

and Hill 1990; Kaplan and Hill 1992). What is more, the necessary skills are very

difficult to learn and require a long childhood to develop them, most especially

hunting (Kaplan et al. 2000, pp. 169–172). In these societies, men tend to do all or

most of the large game hunting some of the small game hunting; women most of the

extraction and some small game hunting and collecting (Marlowe 2007). Both

hunting and extraction are difficult tasks to learn: most women do not reach peak

extraction rates until their early adulthood; hunting is even harder to learn and

men’s hunting returns do not usually peak until their 30s or 40s (Gurven et al. 2006;

Walker et al. 2002). What’s more, Kaplan et al. argue that these returns peak too late

in the lifespan to be explained by strength alone (Walker et al. 2002) (the

grandmother hypothesis suggests it was lack of adult strength that prevented

children from feeding themselves, rather than skill) and that lifetime allocations to

foraging and other tasks at different stages of the human lifespan depend on both the

strength and skill profile of those tasks (Gurven and Kaplan 2006).

Kaplan and his colleagues appeal to models from embodied capital theory (as

described earlier) which show that investments in brains and childhood learning can

drive the evolution of longer lives (Kaplan and Robson 2002). The upshot of the

model in this case is as follows: In certain environmental niches learning foraging

skills in the early part of life makes possible substantially increased adult

productivity: the human niche is such a case. In such niches there will be selection

for the population in question to increase their period of growth and learning, and

then invest an increasing amount of their energy in retarding mortality as adults (as

opposed to spending it all on immediate reproduction) in order to reap the increased

reproductive benefits of that learning over a greater period of time. Human foraging

skills have just this property: Kaplan et al. synthesize a wide variety of data on

human food collection and caloric returns and emphasize that hunting, as an

important food source, provides the highest returns of all the different types of

foraging used by primates, and the majority of calories obtained in the majority of

foraging societies; extraction is also calorically important, but provides somewhat

lower returns (Kaplan et al. 2000, p. 159). Kaplan et al. emphasize that embodied

capital theory models predict that as the return on investment from learning
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increases, age at puberty should rise, and lifespan (i.e., investment in mortality

reduction) should also increase. Furthermore, more difficult skills to learn means a

greater period of dependency, since children cannot feed themselves until they have

acquired those skills. According to Kaplan et al., this dependency drives additional

parental (especially paternal) support and (in humans) cooperation between males

and females. Since dependency is necessary to ultimately achieve the rewards of

greater production, and because each child represents a greater investment on the

part of parents after such a long childhood, there will also be strong selection

pressure for parents to protect children against predation.

Problems for the two models

Despite the range of evidence presented for these two views, both of them still face

significant problems. Hawkes et al’s theory, for example, while very faithful to

Charnov’s models, apparently3 shares with them the somewhat unsatisfying

consequence that men’s life history is not explained, or explained only as a side

effect of women’s life history, and boys’ length of childhood as an indirect effect of

that side effect; ideally an explanation of human life history would explain the

interactions and differences between male and female life history.4 Second, Hawkes

et al.’s theory faces a problem in that (according to Kaplan et al.) while

grandmothers amongst the Hadza do make a very significant contribution to their

grandchildren (Hawkes et al. 1995, 1997), grandmothers in other modern foraging

societies do not—indeed, in most societies most of the calories consumed by

women (including older women) and children come from men’s hunting (Kaplan

1994). The question is which of these societies best reflects the early human

condition. Furthermore, there are a number of environments in which humans have

lived and do live in which there is little or no plant food available [e.g., the Inuit,

who live in the arctic have to rely largely or entirely on hunting (Smith 1991)]; this

suggests that women’s foraging for tubers cannot always have been of primary

importance in human evolutionary history. There is also a serious question about

whether, as a matter of fact the tubers collected by women even amongst the Hadza

could really support a family—initial estimates of the calorie content of these foods

may have been seriously overestimated (Schoeninger et al. 2001). Third, on Hawkes

et al.’s theory it is grandmothers that provide the extra energy to mothers when

babies are being raised—i.e., selection favors women allocating energy from

producing their own children to staying alive longer so they can help raise their own

grandchildren. But those grandchildren are less closely related to these women than

3 The female focus of life history models may be a convenience due to the ease of measuring and

modeling the values of relevant life history variables for females in real populations, rather than reflecting

an intention to explain male life history as a side effect. Males and females likely do face different life

history selection pressures, as Hawkes et al. do recognize (Hawkes et al. 1997, 1998).
4 A referee has pointed out that there is at least one other model of longevity (Tuljapurkar et al. 2007) in

which increases in female longevity are driven by male longevity, thus explaining both sexes’ evolution

at once—the question is whether the assumptions of such models (i.e., males over 50 who retain their

fertility often mating with much younger females) reflect human mating arrangements amongst early

Homo sapiens.
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their own children; why should selection favor such an arrangement? The only

possible way is if grandmothers were so much more efficient than mothers at

providing for children that it made sense for them to provide more at the end of their

lives to their grandchildren than they did at the beginning.

Kaplan et al.’s view faces just as many problems, however. The first problem is

that Kaplan et al.’s model apparently predicts a different pattern of lifespan for

men and women than we actually see, given their data about the relative difficulty

and productiveness of men and women’s tasks. The model predicts that as the

complexity and productivity of a skill goes up, there should be selection for longer

childhoods in which to develop the necessary cognitive abilities and learn that

skill, and lengthening lifespan in which to get the full fitness payoff from the

longer childhood. However, if male skills are harder to learn and more productive

than women’s (as Kaplan et al. take pains to demonstrate) then men should live

longer than women; however, women on average live longer than men, as Kaplan

et al.’s own data show (Kaplan et al. 2000, p. 158).5 Second, this model presumes

that longer lives are selected for to get the fitness payoff from investment in

development. The question is whether children really do use childhood for these

purposes. Jones and Marlowe (2002) argue that the amount of time children spend

learning skills does not greatly affect their ability at certain foraging skills (such

as shooting marksmanship): however, the tests in these cases were almost

certainly not of the level of difficulty of the actual foraging tasks of adult men and

women and such skills probably peak much earlier in life than does the capacity

to make actual kills (Gurven et al. 2006). Hawkes et al have also argued that

contra the view that children are dependent in order to develop skills, in at least

some societies, children are responsible for foraging for some of their food, and

even come close to adult efficiencies in some cases (Hawkes et al. 1995). Third, a

much more significant problem is that the fitness payoff of learning complex skills

comes in the form of additional reproduction; in women there is a built in upper

limit to this payoff in the form of an early menopause. Therefore, women do not

get the payoff that men do and should not live as long as they do nor have as long

a childhood. It is possible that menopause is fixed in women (Wood et al. 2001),

but this would not help: according to life history theory this should just mean that

women cannot have anything other than a chimpanzee-like life history. Fourth,

Kaplan et al.’s theory relies on the idea that humans invest more in early

childhood, but it has no obvious explanation for why human mothers invest

5 A referee has argued that perhaps the model won’t predict this if women are generating other types of

fitness effects from of other types of difficult to learn skills (such as childcare, conflict mediation,

teaching and the accrual of social capital). However, there is little evidence about the fitness effects of

such production; prima facie, none of these proposed skills are either unique or more important for

women (such as teaching or social capital) or difficult to learn (childcare) as they would need to be to

explain where women’s extra production (and hence longer life) is coming from. The referee also

correctly notes that the difference between men’s and women’s lifespans is less pronounced in foraging

societies than in western ones; however, while this is true, the difference is still there and still goes in the

wrong direction for the model.
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proportionally less in each child in the form of earlier weaning than do

chimpanzee mothers.6

Kaplan et al.’s theory also faces some difficulties with its claim that hunting was

important in the provisioning of early hominids: Hawkes et al. point out that it is not

clear whether Homo erectus/ergaster actually engaged in significant amounts of

hunting; most of the evidence presented is ambiguous (Blumenschine et al. 1987;

Dominguez-Rodrigo 2002) and is consistent with competitive scavenging (i.e.,

scavenging that involves taking meat that has been caught by other animals before a

significant amount has been devoured) (O’Connell et al. 2002). What is more,

hunting is not a reliable source of consistent nutrition for offspring. As Kaplan et al.

accept, hunting returns are very erratic [e.g., amongst the Hazda, men fail to make a

kill on 97% of hunting days (Hawkes 1991)]. Large packages of food are too sparse

and too large for a nuclear family to consume. This means that a significant

proportion of the calories men are generating are not going to their children; excess

calories are either being wasted or they are being shared with others. Either way, a

man’s hunting success is not being translated (completely, at least) into his own

fitness in the form of better fed offspring. Some other process must be at work.

An alternative explanation of human life history

Clearly, then, neither Kaplan et al. nor Hawkes et al.’s explanation can account for

all of the features of human life history, if explaining both male and female life

history is a desideratum. In this section I want to propose an alternative theory that

uses parts of both Kaplan et al. and Hawkes et al.’s hypotheses and does, I think,

deal with most of the concerns that the original theories faced. The central claim of

this hypothesis is that human male life history and human female life history are the

consequence of different, but interacting selection pressures. According to this view,

modern human life history evolved with archaic Homo sapiens rather than Homo
erectus/ergaster as Hawkes et al. is proposing. This is consonant with recent work

on the tooth development of fossil Homo ergaster and other early primates and

hominids that suggests that a modern human-like developmental period was not

established at the time of Homo ergaster [as previously thought (Clegg and Aiello

1999; Smith 1994)]. While Homo ergaster shows some lengthening childhood it is

not clear whether this represents the initiation of the peculiar human pattern of

development [especially of the sort described by Gurven and Walker (2006)] or just

scaling up due to a larger body size. Full blown modern human life history is only

fully present in early Homo sapiens (Dean et al. 2001; Smith et al. 2007a), and may

not even have been present in the Neanderthals (Smith et al. 2007b, 2009). Thus we

may be able to appeal to fairly modern human like cognitive capacities to explain at

least the last part of the evolution of human life history, in particular the capacities

6 One possible explanation is offered by (Gurven and Walker 2006)—that weaning children early and

keeping them small, followed by an adolescent growth spurt when they have acquired some of the skills

to help them be nearly self-supporting, minimizes the energetic load on parents from raising many highly

dependent children at once.
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for powerful cumulative social learning proposed to have evolved at the same time

(Richerson and Boyd 2000).

This explanation makes use of the predictions of Kaplan and Robson’s (2002)

embodied capital theory models to explain how male life history evolved via a

combination of costly signaling and group selection acting on hunting/sharing.

Hunting/sharing acts as a costly signal because hunting requires significant skills:

this might have initially established hunting sharing and perhaps some longer life

history amongst Homo erectus/ergaster and earlier hominids. The main driver

of extended life history, however, was possibly group level selection (perhaps

including altruistic punishment of non-sharers) on culturally transmitted (primarily)

large game hunting in populations of early Homo sapiens. Large game hunting and

male provisioning would have meant higher levels of food available within each

hunting group, leading to increased female fertility and such groups’ growing and

fissioning faster than other groups in their population. This would have driven

further selection for high intelligence, coordination and the capacity to socially learn

better hunting skills, and, at the individual level (via the co-evolution described by

embodied capital theory) the necessary longer developmental period and the related

increase in male life expectancy. Female life history, however, evolved due to

individual level selection pressures in the environment generated by male

provisioning. Even if male foraging contributions were the primary source of food

for the group, differences between females with regard to their individual capacity

to learn complex foraging skills would have still been important. This led to women

having a longer developmental period and the attending selection pressure for much

longer lifespan. If menopause is fixed in the human lineage, (as may be the case),

then, for at least part of their lifespan, women were getting the fitness payoff of their

longer lifespans by investing in older children and (partly) in grandchildren as

Hawkes et al. suggest.

Group selection on male life history via increased female fertility

The main suggestion Kaplan et al. make for explaining male life history is that men

co-evolved longer childhoods and larger brains with longer lives in order to exploit

hunting, especially (and later in human evolution) large game hunting. Given that

large game hunting is a near universal in modern foraging societies [although small

game is still often hunted (Marlowe 2007)] and that it seems to provide most of the

calories for those societies, it seems a good place to start. Kaplan et al. suggest that

the solution to the problem of hunting large game—i.e., that the food supply is too

variable to be useful—is to share food with others. However, sharing food (with

anyone other than the individual’s nuclear family) means that the fitness

contribution in the form of increased nutrition generated by the complex skills a

man has invested in learning is not going entirely to those who will contribute most

directly to his fitness (i.e., his children). Therefore, the extra effort put into hunting

large game and the investment (both in terms of the costs of the hunting itself and

the learning of difficult skills) is not being fully realized (as it must if it is to evolve

as Kaplan et al.’s model requires).
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One possible solution to this problem is for the men who are doing large game

hunting to engage in reciprocal altruism—i.e., these men should give food to others

when they have it in order to get food back from those others at a later date.

Reciprocal altruism of this sort is able to evolve by selection in populations when a)

it is non-zero sum—i.e., the fitness cost paid by individual A in order to assist

individual B is less than the benefit gained by B, and vice versa when B returns the

favor (and this includes the necessary discounting of future returns from B)—and

when b) reciprocal altruists can keep track of and avoid interacting with those who

are not returning their fitness benefits (Trivers 1971). The central problem for

reciprocal altruism explanations for hunting and sharing is that there is little

evidence that even in modern foraging societies individuals are actually sharing in a

manner consistent with these requirements. In many foraging societies, this goes as

far as the hunter’s not being able to refuse shares to those that ask or give himself or

his family a larger share than everyone else in his group (Hill and Kaplan 1988;

Marshall 1976; Woodburn 1998); in some cases it is even reasonable to say that the

groups do not regard the kill as (or remaining as) the hunter’s property [or the kill

may count as the property of someone other than the hunter responsible for killing

the animal—e.g., the owner of the arrow (Marshall 1976)]. While there is evidence

for contingency in sharing [that people often try not to share with or share less with

those who do not share at all—for a review, see (Gurven 2004)] this contingency

does not amount to strict reciprocity: people often get back more than they give out

(Bliege Bird and Bird 1997; Gurven et al. 2000a, b; Hawkes et al. 2001; Kaplan and

Hill 1985; Kent 1993; Stearman 1989). Indeed they must—men in such societies

differ greatly in how good they are at hunting and hence how much they can share

with others (Hawkes et al. 2001; Hill and Hurtado 1996). While some authors [e.g.,

(Gurven 2004)] have tried to argue that perhaps good hunters who share are getting

back what they give in other ways (childcare, sexual favors, protection for

themselves when sick or injured) there is no clear evidence that they do get back

enough to cover their fitness contributions to others. Contingent exclusion from

sharing of the unreliable type actually observed is more consistent with such

exclusion acting as altruistic punishment in a group selection context than with

reciprocal altruism as such, especially insofar as it involves individuals unwilling to

share with those who are poor sharers in general rather than poor sharers with them

individually (I shall come back to this shortly). So it doesn’t seem likely that

reciprocal altruism can explain the patterns of hunting and sharing seen in modern

foragers. Of course, there may have been differences between the style of sharing in

modern foraging groups and what happened in ancient ones; however, in an earlier

species with less developed cognitive capacities than humans, tracking who is

sharing and how much and when would have been more challenging than for

modern foragers and thus even harder to maintain.

So what we need is an explanation for the origin of long male childhoods via large

game hunting with sharing that can (1) explain why hunters are apparently willing to

reduce their fitness to share with each other; (2) why they share within their groups

and not much between them, (3) why they share without tracking with any care how

those shared with return the favor, and (4) why sharing occurs between unrelated

individuals. The only remaining type of explanation that is able to account for all of
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these phenomena is one that appeals to the evolutionary effects of the group structure

of populations. This is what those proposing ‘‘multi-level selection theory’’ (MLST)

call ‘‘group selection’’ (Sober and Wilson 1998). Until recently, group selection has

been largely avoided as an explanation in the evolutionary social sciences, not

because it was thought to be impossible (because it clearly isn’t) but because the

conditions necessary to permit it don’t occur very often in nature (Williams 1966).

However, in the next few sections I will argue that there is some reason to think that

these conditions do occur in populations of human groups, at least with respect to the

hunting/sharing traits that are proposed to explain the evolution of male life history.

The important things that must be present in a population to permit group selection

are stable groups, which differ with regard to the group level properties which

contribute to the rate of fissioning of those groups (their ‘‘fitness’’) and where those

properties are ‘‘heritable’’ by offspring groups (i.e., offspring groups must generally

share the group level properties of the parent group). Second, where group selection

is invoked to explain the origin of individual-level fitness reducing trait T there must

be some mechanism to initially establish groups with large numbers of individuals

with T; group selection of T predominant groups must also involve either some

mechanism reducing the fitness of individuals without T, or the periodic dissolution

of groups and random formation of new groups.

The proposal I am making is that male life history evolved at least in part by

group selection of large game hunting skills amongst early Homo sapiens. Males

who learnt complex hunting skills, developed for longer periods and so hunted large

game and shared food as part of a group of such males would increase the fertility of

the females in their group by supporting weaned children and supporting women

during pregnancy and lactation. This, in turn would lead to these groups growing

and fissioning faster than those where males did not (or fewer males) engage in

hunting and sharing; this would lead to males with such skills coming to

predominate in the population. Within groups dominated by slow developing

hunter/sharers, however, the consequences for life history would be much the same

as proposed by the models of embodied capital theory: Since each individual in

these groups has a higher energy capture rate (due to higher returns of hunting and

the effects of sharing) than individuals in groups not dominated by hunting/sharing,

there would also be selection for long developers to use some of the available

energy to live longer lives and thereby have higher reproductive success relative to

similar long developers not in hunting/sharing groups.7 As group selection drove the

evolution of longer childhoods, the longer life of the individuals in these groups

would co-evolve.

Costly signaling/sexual selection for male hunting permits group selection

The explanation offered at the end of the last section still leaves us with the task of

showing how group selection could work in human populations. Most notable of the

7 One referee has also pointed out that some models of sharing in a group context (of a slightly different

kind than I am describing here) also support the idea that sharing groups can drive the evolution of

lengthened lifespans even with the dilution of the effect from sharing with non-relatives (Lee 2008).
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problems is that while it is easy to see why groups dominated by large game hunter/

sharers with long developmental periods would out reproduce groups dominated by

individuals using less complex foraging techniques and not sharing, it is much

harder to see how hunting/sharing dominant groups could arise and persist in the

first place. Within such groups there would be individual level selection for non-

sharers at the expense of sharers. Of course, while large game hunters would be

much more likely to live in groups in which such skills predominated (and hence

there would be group selection for them where that could happen), non game

hunters would always increase their representation in any group at the expense of

hunter/sharers. This suggests that without some additional help, individual level

selection would destroy the inter-group heterogeneity necessary to permit hunting/

sharing becoming fixed in the early human population and ultimately lead to the loss

of hunting/sharing altogether.

The best current proposed solution to the exploitation of cooperators by non-

cooperators is that individuals in such groups engage in punishment of those who do

not behave cooperatively (Boyd et al. 2003). Punishment, however, is problematic

because it is costly—it requires either withholding interactions with or actively

harming those who do not do something—and this can mean a reduction in the

punisher’s fitness; hence punishment of this sort is often referred to as ‘‘altruistic

punishment’’. The proposed solution is second order punishment—i.e., punishing

non-punishers—there are models showing that when altruistic individuals are

common in a group, altruistic punishment evolves; the reason is that in such groups

punishers do little costly punishing, and hence their fitness is approximately equal to

that of regular cooperators (Boyd et al. 2003). This closeness in fitness of punishers

to other cooperators plus the significant group benefits of occasional punishment

allows punishment to evolve and to make cooperative behavior like hunting/sharing

predominate in those groups and then evolve across the population. Given the

existence of large numbers of cooperators within groups, group selection may be

strong enough to counteract any selection against punishers. Now, there is some

anecdotal evidence that people in modern foraging groups do actually show a

tendency to exclude or punish individuals who do no food sharing at all [reviewed in

(Gurven 2004)] and cross cultural evidence that people do in fact engage in costly

and second order punishment (Henrich et al. 2006). This suggests that group

selection with altruistic punishment may be a good way to explain how hunting/

sharing became widespread and reinforced in the human population, as long as it

occurred late enough to involve hominids with sufficiently complex cognitive

capacities to permit tracking of non-cooperators and the acquisition of social norms

of sharing (as the evidence suggests it did). Such an explanation, however, does not

explain how hunting/sharing could have gotten started in the first place, especially

since there may have been a) some hunting and sharing amongst earlier less

cognitively sophisticated hominids, and b) there is (possibly) need of an explanation

of the lengthening of childhoods that began before archaic Homo sapiens (Dean

et al. 2001).

One possible account of how food sharing (initially at least) got started is via

sexual selection or other forms of ‘‘costly signaling’’. Costly signaling occurs where

an individual A has some trait or engages in some activity that demonstrates to
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observers that A has high fitness, or is a genuinely willing cooperator, because

without such characteristics, A could or would not have generated that trait or

engaged in that activity—usually because there is a fitness cost involved. The

observers can then use that information to determine whether to choose A as a mate,

or as an ally, cooperative partner or for some other mutually beneficial activity.

Unlike the pure group selection or punishment explanations, the value of costly

signaling is (in part) directly to the individual who does the signaling, rather than

only to outsiders (although costly signaling also can have the effect of increasing the

fitness of those observers who use that information). There is some evidence that, in

modern foraging groups, good hunters who regularly bring home big kills do have

more sexual opportunities, and are also more likely to be chosen as partners or allies

in other types of fitness increasing interactions (Gurven et al. 2000a; Hawkes 1991;

Hill and Kaplan 1988; Smith et al. 2003). Whether or not this is evidence that such

factors prevailed in the case of early hominids is open to question; as described

earlier, large game hunting may not have taken place at all or may have been

cooperative in nature, or (most likely) really was scavenging. However, early

hominids may have done some small game hunting individually as a way of

attracting female attention, as do chimpanzees, who use meat as a way of acquiring

long term mating opportunities (Gomes and Boesch 2009). Of course small game

would limit their audience to a few females at a time, and thus limit the power of the

signal. However, as human individual hunting abilities improved, individual males

may have brought home bigger and better kills to share, and with a much increased

signaling effect.

What costly signaling does in our case is allow individuals to get a fitness payoff

in the form of more mates or social allies from long development necessary to make

the signal—redirecting some energy from immediate reproduction in order to stay

alive longer and get the payoff of developing the signal may have coevolved with a

long childhood in which to acquire skills to make better and better signals.

However, if those individuals share their food within their groups as part of their

display, they also generate a group level benefit. This might explain why hunting/

sharing got started: even if the costly signal benefit was relatively small, it might be

enough for hunter/sharers to be sufficiently close in individual level fitness to non-

hunter/sharers that they could come to dominate in some groups (Miller 2008).

Once they are predominant in a group, selection at the group level would then begin

to drive their evolution (and therefore the evolution of the current pattern of male

life history) at the expense of non hunter/sharers. Under such conditions individual

level selection would not prevent hunting/sharing from becoming fixed in the early

human population. There is, however, a remaining problem for group selection, and

that is the problem of migration. As I described earlier, group selection cannot get

going unless there are stable groups which are internally homogenous but different

from each other (it is this difference that permits group selection to occur).

However, in nature (and amongst humans) inter-group (genetic) heterogeneity is not

preserved because migration of individuals between groups means that new

variation from other groups is constantly being introduced into each group. This has

the effect of making groups gradually more and more like each other.
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Cultural transmission of hunting skills

The problem of migration arises because individuals moving between groups retain

the traits that they begin with. If non-hunting individuals are constantly being

introduced into hunting groups, group selection on groups with lots of hunters

cannot get going; nor indeed will punishment be able to maintain it in the group.

The solution to this problem, however, is for hunting to be learnt, especially socially

learnt. If hunting is socially learnt, then newcomers to groups can acquire it, even if

they arrived as non-hunters. However such solutions to the problem of migration

impose demanding cognitive requirements on the individuals entering these

groups—including capacities for advanced social learning and, more importantly,

heuristic learning biases such as conformist or success biases. Conformist biases

help solve the migration problem because if individuals with such biases enter

groups where most individuals hunt they will be biased to learn to hunt or, at least,

their offspring in that group will learn to hunt, because that is the most common trait

in that group (Henrich and Boyd 1998, 2001). Similarly, if hunting also has a costly

signal benefit, individuals with success biases can observe that individuals who

engage in the costly signal activity do better with regard to some measure of fitness

(e.g., mates, allies) and socially learn to engage in that activity; if punishment is

present in the group they might be motivated to avoid punishment by similar biases.

However, advanced social learning skills were probably not fully available until the

origin of Homo sapiens [as can be inferred from the fossil record of tools (Foley and

Lahr 2003)]. This would explain the late arrival of both complex culture and full

human life history—without such social learning skills, group selection may not

have been able to get off the ground. In modern foraging societies, however, there is

good reason to think that hunting/sharing (or at least the form that hunting takes) is

culturally transmitted, since it varies considerably in the exact form it takes between

groups: consider the differences between, for example, Inuit breathing-hole hunters

(Smith 1991) whale hunters in Indonesia (Alvard and Nolin 2002) and Hazda

hunters on the African savanna (Hawkes et al. 2001); Kaplan, Hill and Hurtado also

report an astounding range of different types of hunting techniques across several

different societies (Kaplan et al. 2000, p. 171).

Female competition with regard to self provisioning

The theory I have proposed so far explains male life history, but it still leaves

female life history unexplained. If group selection on male life history worked as

described, then we should expect to see women with high fertility but having

approximately the same life history as chimpanzees. So why might female life

history have evolved to take on its current character? So far, females are getting

most of their increased fertility from males by living in groups with men engaging

in hunting/sharing: energy from males feeds older weaned children and permits

children to be weaned earlier than they would otherwise be. However, even in such

a context, female provisioning is still important. First, even if women are receiving

much of their provisioning from men, and their own contribution is smaller, their

own provisioning will still make a difference in how well they and their weaned
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children are supported overall. This in itself could drive selection, at the individual

level and within groups, for the skills necessary to exploit reliable food sources, and

thereby the developmental period and cognitive skills necessary to do so and the

longer life in which to gain the fitness payoff from that investment.

Now it might seem at first glance that the relative productivity of female skills

compared to male skills ought to lead to a weaker selection for such skills and a

shorter life than men have (i.e., that this explanation falls into the same trap that

Kaplan et al.’s appears to). However, it is possible that the absolute productive value

of female skills in caloric terms may lead one to underestimate their fitness effects

relative to men’s. Children may be getting most of their provisioning from men, but

since men are sharing, a significant amount of this is coming from men other than

their own father. However, while men tend to share their food often, the sorts of

foods that women collect are not shared as much, but instead stay within the

woman’s own nuclear family (Hawkes et al. 1997). This means that the fitness

effects of women’s foraging skills would be being translated into fitness more

directly and efficiently than men’s skills, which are working partly by operating in a

group context where they can also exploit the production of other men—such a

context means that the individual-level fitness consequences of men’s hunting

returns are diluted or exaggerated by sharing. So women may often be contributing

as much or even more to their own children in caloric terms than are their children’s

fathers: even if women’s skills are less productive in caloric terms, they may have a

similar or perhaps even greater direct fitness payoff. This might explain why

women’s lifespans are not shorter (and are usually slightly longer) than men’s.

Investing in grandchildren

However, as we have also seen from our earlier discussion, it is not the case that

women can always invest directly in additional children. Once women reach

menopause, such investment is no longer possible. So how, then, are they to recoup

the energy invested in development in the way that life history theory suggests they

should if their life history has been subject to natural selection? As we have already

seen, there is some reason to think that menopause is ‘stuck’ in humans at about the

same age as it was probably in our common ancestor with chimpanzees (Wood et al.

2001) and cannot evolve: this however, suggests women should not be able to get a

fitness payoff from improving their foraging skills and should retain a chimpanzee-

like life history.

There are two possible solutions to this problem. The first is that after menopause

women invest in their current children (Peccei 2001)—most women are quite old by

the time their last child is fully independent, so perhaps all they are doing is living

long enough to protect their investment in that child. Consequently there is no need

to consider grandmaternal investment in trying to explain women’s long lives.

While this is another potential way to explain part of where menopausal women are

getting their fitness payoff from staying alive, it cannot completely explain women’s

longer lifespan. First, women live longer than they need to raise their final children

to maturity: if the last child is had at about forty, then that child will be independent

when they are in their late 50s. As we have seen, however, average life expectancy
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for women at 45 in foraging groups is from about the mid 60s to 70s; some women

live longer. This suggests that at least some of the fitness payoff for staying alive is

coming from somewhere other than children, and the obvious alternative is Hawkes

et al.’s suggestion—investing in grandchildren. Where on Hawkes et al.’s view,

however, grandmothers and mothers are the primary support for children, on this

view grandmothers are making only part of the difference to the fitness of their

grandchildren; nevertheless, if women’s fitness contribution to their grandchildren

(as opposed to their own children) was sufficiently great (due to skills acquired

across life) then the dilution of the effect being transmitted through grandchildren

might not matter.

This view of grandmaternal provisioning is, oddly enough, supported by evidence

provided by (Kaplan 1994) about intergenerational wealth flows. Kaplan has shown

that in a variety of foraging societies he studied, young parents (father and mother

jointly) are not providing enough energy to account for the calories that are being used

by their children, and that the extra food is largely coming from the older generation.

This does not help the current form of Hawkes et al.’s view much, since clearly most

of the provisioning is coming from older men, and not from older women. However,

this does not mean that grandmaternal provisioning is not making a significant

difference to grandchildren’s fitness. Furthermore, if the older generation’s food

sharing patterns match those of the younger generations (i.e., food collected by men

tends to be shared widely, food collected by women tends to stay in the nuclear

family), then for much the same reasons described in the last section the individual-

level fitness effects of a grandmother’s contribution might be similar to or greater than

a grandfather’s despite their productivity differences in caloric terms. Grandmaternal

provisioning may also take up the slack in the daughter’s provisioning of her children

until her daughter can reach her peak skills: according to the provisioning data Kaplan

provides (Kaplan 1994, 2000)—young mothers in foraging societies reach their peak

provisioning capacity about their mid 20s; this means a woman’s last daughter (had

about 40) would be reaching her peak production about the time that woman’s own

production starts to decline (in her mid 60s), and about the time when the average

female lifespan is coming to an end.

Conclusion

The upshot of this discussion is that while both Hawkes et al.’s and Kaplan et al.’s

work on human life history has a great deal to offer, an explanation that combines

elements of both hypotheses probably does better at explaining all of the data

concerning human life history. Modern human life history probably did not fully

develop until early Homo sapiens: although some evidence of lengthening lifespans

is present in Homo erectus/ergaster, the full modern pattern did not arise until much

later. I argue that, as Kaplan and Robson suggest, it was the need for longer

childhoods to permit the acquisition of skills for hunting, especially large game

hunting that drove this process in men, but this evolved via their sharing with the

members of groups rather than via reciprocal altruism. Furthermore, hunting skills

and norms of sharing were transmitted by social learning, which was probably
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beginning to be established in early Homo sapiens. Women, however, share less

than men and hence the returns on their skills, while lower in caloric terms, may

translate more efficiently into fitness and therefore into longer lives; Hawkes et al.

may be right that they are getting their reproductive returns by investing in their

grandchildren as well as their children.
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